
Statement for commercial partners

Aerosleep baby mattresses labelled safe, 
meet strictest legal standards

The European warning system RAPEX recently issued a warning from Luxembourg regarding a baby mattress 
type AeroSleep Sleep Safe Pack AM-EV140 (dimensions 70x140) from our company. The warning reported 
excessive concentrations of the flame-retardant TCPP in the core of the baby mattress following a lab test 
carried out in December 2017 on behalf of Luxembourg’s testing and standards body ILNAS. AeroSleep 
wishes to emphasise that all its products, including the aforementioned baby mattress, meet all applicable 
legal standards.

Tested and condemned based on non-conforming European toy standard 

AeroSleep points out that the Luxembourg testing and standards body ILNAS mistakenly compared the 
test results of the baby mattress type AeroSleep Sleep Safe Pack AM-EV140 (dimensions 70x140) against 
a toy standard that does not apply to baby mattresses and denounces the resulting belated dissemination 
of inaccurate product information through the RAPEX system. AeroSleep is currently consulting with the 
competent authorities to have the erroneous report issued by the RAPEX warning system rectified.  

All AeroSleep products are OEKO-TEX 100, class I certified

AeroSleep wish to expressly confirm that all of our mattresses meet all applicable and legal standards. What 
is even more, as a company we go above and beyond.  Our products are also OEKO-TEX 100, class I certified, 
which means that they meet the strictest norms applicable to textiles intended for use by babies and toddlers 
aged 0-3. This is also the case for the AM-EV140 mattress targeted in the report. Wish to read more about 
OEKO-TEX? See attachment.

No more flame retardants in mattress cores since April 2018 

Finally, AeroSleep also points out that the production process was adjusted on 30 March. Following an update 
of the baby mattress standard we had already decided to ban all flame retardants, including TCPP, from our 
mattresses from the second quarter onwards.  
All the more because the new baby mattress standard EN16890 that was introduced in mid-2017 stipulates 
that baby mattresses must no longer comply with part 2 of the EN597 standard (that regulates and tests 
product fire resistance). Until the middle of 2017 the use of flame retardants was necessary to meet the 
European standard. Since then the use of flame retardants is no longer obligatory. 
However, the use of flame retardants is still mandatory in the UK. Moreover, the required concentrations to 
meet the relevant norms there are even significantly higher.
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